The paper is committed in local image enhancement. At first, the authors propose an adjacent pixel gray order-preserving principle. Adjacent pixel gray order-preserving principle is the basement of local enhancement method which ensures that there is no distortion in processed image. And then, the authors propose an iterative algorithm, which could stretch gray-scale difference of adjacent pixels in premise of not changing gray magnitude relationship between adjacent pixels. At last, the authors propose a totally reference image quality assessment method based on adjacent pixel gray order-preserving principle. According to this quality assessment method, the authors made a set of comparative experiments with local histogram equalization and method. Experimental results show that the proposed enhancement method can get higher score and provide better visual effects, fully demonstrating its effectiveness. According to this quality assessment method, the proposed method shows a good effectiveness, through experimental results and comparison with local histogram equalization method.
Introduction
Image enhancement is a hot topic in the field of image processing. At present, image enhancement is divided into two types of global enhancement and local enhancement [1] . Global enhancement (such as linear stretch, global histogram equalization [2] ) can improve global contrast, however ignoring large amount of detail information. And local enhancement (such as local histogram equalization [3] [4] ) is designed to improve local contrast which is in line with human visual characteristic. But most global enhancement technology and local enhancement technology may cause grayscale distortion or image detail loss, since gray magnitude relationship between adjacent pixels is not fully considered.
In order to solve the above problems, we propose a local image enhancement method based on adjacent pixel gray order-preserving (APGOP), aiming at improving image adjacent gray-scale average difference.
AGPOP requires that adjacent pixels with equivalent grayscale in original image have no grayscale difference in image that has processed, while adjacent pixels with different grayscale in original image have larger difference in processed image with no change of magnitude relationship. On the other hand, in order to make an objective assessment of the image enhancement method, we propose a totally reference AGPOP image quality assessment method based on existing image quality assessment methods. We make comparative experiments with local histogram equalization by this image quality assessment method. And result shows that the proposed enhancement method has more effectiveness on the matter of image enhancement.
Definition of APGOP
The grayscale magnitude relationship between adjacent pixels reflects basic information of image. We hope that after enhancement there is no change of grayscale magnitude relationship between adjacent pixels in processed image. Unlike other methods, this image enhancement method which is based on APGOP will not make any change of grayscale magnitude relationship between adjacent pixels and it can increase the grayscale difference between adjacent pixels. The image assessment method is also based on APGOP which will be presented later. First of all, we explain AGPOP in details.
A(i,j) represents grayscale at pixel (i,j) of original image, and B(i,j) represents grayscale at pixel (i,j) of processed image. 
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we say that processed image meets APGOP at pixel (i,j). If processed image meets APGOP at each pixel, it means the image enhanced method meets APGOP. 
Image Enhancement Implementation
Pixels with equivalent grayscale and 4-connected can be assigned to a region. Under constraints of AGPOP, the pixels within a same region keep equivalent after image enhancement; the grayscale difference between adjacent regions will be increased by setting the grayscale of minimum region to gray 0, and maximum region to gray 255, non-extremal region's grayscale will be regulated between gray 0 and gray 255.
Specific implementation steps include:
(a) Image segmentation;
(b) Grayscale extremal region searching;
(c) Non-extremal region's grayscale Regulating.
Image segmentation
AGPOP requires there is no change of grayscale magnitude relationship between adjacent pixels in the processed image. Therefore, we first make region segmentation preprocessing. After preprocessing, pixels with equivalent grayscale and 4-connected can be assigned to a region. In the remaining parts of the image processing, we can adjust the grayscale of regions instead of pixels. This paper introduces a region growing method of image segmentation. First we define a template matrix M which represents segmentation result. M has the same size as original image. The elements' initial values of template matrix M are 0. When segmentation preprocessing finished, the element M(i,j)'s value in template matrix M represents the pixel (i,j) in original image of corresponding region. In template matrix M, the first region's index is one, and the last is N. N refers to the total number of image regions. Scan the original image from top to bottom and left to right until we find an unmarked target pixel ( M(i,j) = 0 ), then make region index plus one, meanwhile put this pixel into stack and repeatedly mark its connected pixels until the stack is empty, and assign M(i,j) in the new region with a new index.
We use another array named MSG to record each region's grayscale additionally during the process of image segmentation. For example, MSG(k) represents the grayscale of the k-th region. When image segmentation over, we will get a matrix M and an array MSG.
Grayscale extremal region searching
In order to improve the contrast between adjacent regions, the grayscale minimum region should be assigned as 0 and grayscale maximum region should be assigned as 255. Firstly we should find out the extremal region. According to M and MSG we can get relationship of image adjacent regions, which hereinafter refers to ROIAR. ROIAR has N elements, and each element is a list corresponding to a region.
The k-th element of ROIAR records adjacent regions' index of the k-th region. We can obtain minimum region's index and maximum region's index according to ROIAR and MSG.
Non-extremal region's grayscale regulating
We use an iterative algorithm to regulate non-extremal region's grayscale [5] [6] . In each iteration process, we assign non-extremal region's grayscale with a new value using equations 3.1-3.3.
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In the equations 3.1-3.3, k g represents k-th region's grayscale which has been regulated; k Ω represents a set of grayscale of regions connected with k-th region. k Ω can be calculated through ROIAR and MSG.
When we get a new value of k g , we should refresh MSG using equation 3.4 at the same time.
The role of iterative algorithm
In order to maximum image's local contrast under the constraint of AGPOP, the grayscale minimum region should be assigned gray 0 and grayscale maximum region should be assigned gray 255. Non-extremal region's grayscale will be stretched step by step between gray 0 and 255. In each iteration process, the grayscale magnitude relationship of adjacent regions is not changed by using equations 3.1-3.3. When the difference of region's grayscale between the front and rear iteration process is less than a threshold (a very small positive number), iteration process ends.
A Totally Reference AGPOP Image Quality Assessment Method
The existing image quality assessment methods can be divided into subjective image quality assessment method and objective image quality assessment method [7] , the former depends on subjective perception of image quality after treatment; the latter depends on certain mathematical model with a given quantitative value. The objective assessment method which is simple and easy to implement is widely researched and applied at present. Further, the objective assessment method itself can be divided into totally reference, degraded reference and non-reference method. Totally reference image quality assessment method has long development and wide applications. Mean squared error (MSE) and peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) are two typical totally reference image quality assessment methods, but assessment value given by each method has no combination with personnel perception, for two totally different images may get the same assessment values. To solve these problems, there have been many kinds of image quality assessment method that have been proposed based on human vision system (HVS). But most of these methods are lack of universality because parameters of these methods are often determined empirically and lack of basic theoretical support.
This paper presents a totally reference AGPOP image quality assessment method which fully considered iddle image is n AGPOP. We present a local image enhancement method based on AGPOP, at the same time we proposed an image assessment method. We make a set of comparative experiments using proposed image enhanced method and local histogram equalization. Experimental results show that the proposed image enhancement method can get a higher score than local histogram equalization, and it can effectively improve the local contrast of image. The processed image enhancement method only aims at local contrast enhancement, while there is no sense of layering in images that have been processed. Next we will focus on preserving image layering as well as suppressing image noise.
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